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                                   Levels of
Bible Skills

Inside: 
tips for helping 

kids develop 

life-long 

Bible skills



Developing Bible Skills
for a Lifetime

The Bible is more.
The Bible:

The Bible is:

help kids hear
know and do God’s Word

Know DoHear



First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth
Read to Me Bible for Kids.



Knows the Bible is a book.

Hears names of some of the books of the Bible.

Can touch, hold and turn the pages of the Bible.

Can help open the Bible to a marked verse or story.

Can say some Bible words and repeat short phrases.
(3-5 words).

Can listen to brief Bible stories.

Associates God and Jesus with the Bible.

Hears the names of God and Jesus.

Can hear Bible verses at home

Can hear Bible verses that relate to his everyday 
activities

Hears that God told people to write the Bible.

Knows that the two main parts of the Bible are the Old 
Testament and the New Testament.

Begins to pronounce the names of the books of the 
Bible.

Can begin to understand that a Bible reference 
includes a book, chapter, and verse.

Can repeat and remember simple verses.
Can remember simple verses with Bible 
references.

Remembers and can retell a familiar Bible story.

Knows the Bible tells about God and Jesus.

Remembers the names of familiar Bible people.

Can use the Bible at home.

Can apply Bible verses to his life.

Knows that people wrote God’s words in the Bible.

Knows each main part of the Bible is divided into smaller 
parts called books.

Knows that the Bible is a book that people use at church 
and home.

Hears the names of many of the books of the Bible.

Can repeat and remember simple Bible verses.

Can recall some Bible story people and Bible facts.

Knows that the Bible is a book that tells about 
God and Jesus.

Knows the names of God, Jesus, and some 
Bible people.

Can participate in family devotional times.

Can begin to apply Bible verses to his life.

Hears that people wrote God’s words in the Bible.

As you read this chart, keep the following in mind:

Babies–2s 3s–Pre-K Kindergarten



Can locate the two main parts of the Bible—the Old 
Testament and the New Testament.

Can pronounce the names of all the books of the Bible.

Can locate several books in the Bible without assistance.

Can locate all the books in the Bible.

Can read Bible references and locate the specific verse or 
passage.

Can memorize Bible verses.
Can quote up to twelve individual verses when 
given the reference.

Becomes familiar with the contents of specific books such as:

Knows the Bible tells that God sent Jesus to earth because 
He loves all people.

Identifies some of the names of the people in the Bible.

Can use the Bible for daily Bible reading.

Can discover and apply truths in a Bible verse.

Identifies some of the books of the Bible by the names of 
the writers.

Can begin to know all the books of the Bible in order.
Knows all the books of the Bible in order.

Can begin to master naming the 10 divisions of the Old and 
New Testaments.
Can name the 10 divisions of the Old and New 
Testaments.

Can locate books of the Bible by using the contents page 
or with teacher guidance.

Can identify if a book is in the Old or New Testament.

Can pronounce some of the names of Bible people, 
places, and things mentioned in the Bible.

Can locate some the books in the Bible and many of 
them in a limited time frame.
Can locate all the books of the Bible in a limited 
time frame.

Can find information asked for by reading a verse 
or passage.

Can memorize short Bible passages.
Can quote up to twenty-five individual verses 
when given the references.
Can complete a verse and give the reference 
when started by a parent or leader.

Is able to locate from memory often used Bible passages 
and memory verses such as:

Is able to locate Bible passages in a limited 
time frame.

Knows that the Bible tells about God’s plan of salvation.
Can memorize God’s plan of salvation.

Can find the names of prominent Bible people in the 
books where their stories are recorded:

Can increase her skills of using the Bible, both 
devotionally and as a resource to guide her daily living.

Can discover and apply truths in a Bible passage.

Can identify Bible writers who wrote multiple books.

Knows all the books of the Bible in order.
Knows and can say all the books of the Bible in 
order in a limited time frame.

Can name the 10 divisions of the Old 
and New Testaments.

Can begin to use other resources to enrich her 
Bible skills and knowledge (Bible dictionary, 
commentary, concordance, atlas, and computer 
sources).

Can identify all the books of the Old Testament and all the 
books of the New Testament.

Can pronounce most of the names of Bible people, places, 
and things mentioned in the Bible.

Can locate all the books of the Bible in a limited time 
frame.

Can begin to tell others the meaning of the biblical 
content of a verse or passage.

Can memorize Bible passages.
Can quote up to seventy-five individual Bible 
verses.

Is able to locate Bible passages in a limited time frame.

Can memorize God’s plan of salvation.
Knows how to use the Bible to tell someone about God 
and Jesus.

Can identify prominent Bible people by the books in 
which their stories are recorded.

Can establish the discipline of daily Bible reading.

Can apply biblical principles to personal and social issues.

Can use Bible study resources to gather information about 
Bible writers.

Knows and can say all the books of the Bible in order in a 
limited time frame.

Can name the 10 divisions of the Old and New Testaments 
in a limited time frame.

Can use other resources to enrich her Bible skills and 
knowledge (Bible dictionary, commentary, concordance, 
atlas, and computer sources).

Grades 1-2 Grades 3-4 Preteen



‘God made the flowers.’
  

Jesus said, ‘You are My ____________ (friends).’

Using Bible Skills with
Preschoolers



Using Bible Skills with
in Sunday SchoolGrades 1-6



I’m Going on a Trip

Books of the Bible Spin Game

Pronounce 
it, Find it, Say the book before, Say the book after. 

Bible Book Pin Up

Activities to Develop
Bible Knowledge and Skills



Bible ABC’s
A, C, E, J, K, L, M, P, R, S, T.

Look It Up!

Build It and They Will Learn



Guidelines for selecting a child’s Bible.

Holman CSB

Holman Illustrated Bible for 
Kids.

Choosing a 
Child’s Bible



Consider these suggested guidelines:

with Children
Using Scripture Memory



The Church Connection    The Parent Connection

Helping Children

Beyond Sunday Morning
Develop Bible Skills
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